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Introduction
Determination of limb blood flow (BF) in relation to exercise may
be useful in rehabilitation programs, increasing the general knowledge
on oxygen supply, energy metabolism as well as on central and
peripheral hemodynamics.
Peak leg muscle oxygen uptake has previously been found to be
closely related to the diameter of the feeding artery, which may vary
in relation to the dependent muscle mass and oxygen need [1]. The
time course of BF alterations may be influenced by remodeling of the
arterial structure or restricted motor control as seen in musculoskeletal
disorders like disuse syndrome and cerebrovascular disorders with
hemiplegia [2-5].
Exercise hyperemia with vasodilation is related to intrinsic
(endothelial-related factors, autacoid substances, metabolite and
myogenic response) as well as extrinsic (autonomic nerve regulation,
signal/reflexes with central command and exercise pressor reflexes
with mechanical muscle contraction/accumulated metabolite product)
regulation, as well as changes in arteriovenous pressure gradient due
to the muscle pump. Furthermore, during exercise the increase in limb
oxygen uptake (calculated as the product of exercising arterial BF and
the arteriovenous oxygen difference to the exercising limb) is directly
proportional to the work performed in relation to the interplay between
cardiovascular regulation and muscle energy metabolism. Therefore,
determination of limb BF response to exercise through physical training
may yield information about an integrated circulatory adaptation and
strengthening of muscle force at the target of exercise/rehabilitation
prescription. Furthermore, the comparison of hemodynamics during
transient exercise such as repeated limb muscle contractions between
pre- and post-physical therapy may increase our understanding of
the peripheral BF adjustment (so called physical training inducedcirculatory adaptation).
Non-invasive Doppler ultrasound with a high temporal resolution
can continuously detect alterations in pulsatile blood velocity profiles
as “time and space-averaged and amplitude, signal intensity weighted
mean blood velocity” in the conduit artery. The arterial BF can be
calculated as the mean blood velocity multiplied by the cross-sectional
area in the target artery.
Based on this technique, rapid changes in time courses of blood
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velocity profiles in the conduit artery have been found, with muscle
contraction and/or muscle relaxation during exercise (dynamic/static),
in different states of muscle contraction time/frequency and workload,
and in relation to vasodilatation/vasoconstriction. Furthermore,
the determination of a comprehensive exercise BF, for instance in a
brachial, femoral or popliteal artery feeding a limb working muscle
group can also be performed during muscle contractions such as with
the exercise model of forearm handgrip, lower limb knee extensor or
plantar flexion exercise.
Following our previous reports with the series of investigation
for muscle/exercise BF regulation during limb exercise using Doppler
ultrasound [6-15], large differences have been observed in the time
course of the magnitude of the blood velocity profile during steadystate muscle contraction-relaxation phases and between dynamic
and static muscle contraction. This raises the issue how to determine
exercise BF optimally during repeated muscle contractions.
In general, an optimal/valid BF in a non-exercise limb may exhibit
minimum physiological BF variability using samplings of cardiac beatby-beat cycle (BBcycle). However, during muscle contractions, the
muscle contraction-induced blood velocity profile in the working limb
muscle may be greatly influenced by the magnitude of intramuscular
pressure variation and the superimposed influence of perfusion
pressure variation. Thus, for determination of optimal exercise BF we
must consider how to treat the minimum physiological variability in
exercise BF via muscle contraction-relaxation cycle (CRcycle) and/or
cardiac BBcycle.
The present commentary visualizes how to determine BF during
exercise in relation to CRcycle or BBcycle, in dynamic/isotonic and
static/isometric exercise, utilizing the knee extensor model and the
Doppler ultrasound technique.
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One-legged repeated knee extensor exercise model

and non-invasive Doppler ultrasound methods have both been found
to give repeatable measurements of the same magnitude during both
rest and dynamic knee extensor exercise [18,19]. Furthermore, the
thermodilution measurements obtained under similar experimental
conditions by Andersen et al. [18] are statistically similar to those
obtained by Doppler ultrasound.

Previous studies reported measurement of exercising leg BF by the
invasive thermodilution technique, utilizing the one-legged, dynamic
(so called isotonic or rhythmic) knee-extensor exercise model [16,17].
However, this invasive technique has the limitation of not being able
to detect the beat-by-beat blood velocity profile for temporal duration
in real time. Whereas many of the available techniques are impaired
by different methodological limitations, the indicator thermodilution
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Figure 1. One-legged knee extensor exercise model
a) <Dynamic> Isotonic muscle contraction at 60 contractions per minute performed as 0.5s-voluntary (active) muscle contraction and 0.5s-passive muscle relaxation (1s) for 5 min at 10,
20, 30 and 40 W, respectively.
b) <Static> Repeat isometric muscle contraction performed as 10s-voluntary (active) isometric muscle contraction and 10s-muscle relaxation (20s) for 5 min at 10%, 30%, 50% and
70%MVC, respectively.
The voluntary contraction rhythm was maintained by following the pace of a visible and audible metronome and by visualizing the contraction frequency displayed in real time on a monitor.
Simultaneous recording of hemodynamic parameters was measured at a steady-state from 3 min to 5 min. Pre-ex, pre-exercise; %MVC, percentage of maximum voluntary contraction; C,
muscle contraction phase; R, muscle relaxation phase.
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voluntary contraction (MVC) using the unit percentage of MVC,
%MVC) is confined to the quadriceps muscle group (Figure 1). This
model allows stable measurements of femoral arterial blood velocity
using Doppler ultrasound, in comparison to treadmill walking or
running models, which do not allow BF measurement in the feeding
conduit femoral artery, due to the difficulty of insonation [6,8,1015,18,19].
The measurement of blood velocity in the femoral artery feeding
the active thigh muscles using Doppler ultrasound, where BF is
determined by the product of blood velocity and cross-sectional area,
has been validated and shown to produce accurate absolute values both
at rest and during incremental leg exercise such as rhythmical/dynamic
[18] or static thigh muscle contractions [15]. Thus, the high temporal
resolution of the Doppler ultrasound enables continuous measurement
of blood velocity throughout the kicking duty cycle during one-legged
dynamic/static knee extensor exercise.
The measurement site of the femoral artery was distal to the inguinal
ligament, but above the bifurcation into the branches of the superficial
and deep femoral arteries. This location minimizes turbulence from
the femoral bifurcation and the influence of blood velocity from the
inguinal region. Furthermore, the changes of the vessel diameter of the
conduit artery in the target location are mostly unaffected by muscle
contractions and relaxations [6,8,15,18]. Therefore, changes in blood
velocity may potentially correspond to changes in BF because BF is
calculated by the product of mean blood velocity and the stable crosssectional area in the target artery.
Regarding the hemodynamics in the leg conduit femoral artery
during knee extensor exercise, we have previously: 1) validated the
method during exercise [18], 2) determined changes in BF due to
incremental work intensity at different muscle contraction frequencies
[8,15], and evaluated 3) the physiological variability/fluctuations in
the magnitude of blood velocity/BF due to the muscle contraction
and relaxation phases [10-13], as well as 4) changes in BF due to
spontaneous changes of workload at a certain target intensity and
muscle contraction per minute (cpm) rate [14]. The exercise model
presented in this commentary was 1) dynamic muscle contractions at
60 cpm (0.5s-on and 0.5s-off) at 10, 20, 30 and 40 W (Figure 1a), 2)
repeated static muscle contractions at 3 cpm (10s-on and 10s-off) at
10%, 30%, 50% and 70% of MVC (Figure 1b).

Blood velocity/flow fluctuations due to voluntary muscle contraction and cardiac contractions
The difference between dynamic and static muscle contractions
depends on the time period of muscle contraction and relaxation
phases (corresponding to muscle contraction frequency). We therefore
focused on the magnitude of blood velocity/BF between muscle
contraction and relaxation phases, and its variations between CRcycle
and BBcycle using dynamic (60 cpm) and static (3 cpm) exercise.
As shown in Figure 2, continuous recordings of hemodynamic
parameters can demonstrate the magnitude of the physiological
variability in blood velocity during dynamic- and repeated static-thigh
muscle contractions.
In dynamic/isotonic exercise at 60 cpm (0.5s-on and 0.5s-off), the
continuous blood velocity curve during repeated muscle contractions
fluctuated rapidly due to the muscle force curve, which indicated that
the 0.5s-muscle contraction restricted BF (temporal reduced blood
velocity), and consequently 0.5s-muscle relaxation may induce an
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increase in BF (higher blood velocity) (Figure 2a). Theoretically, the
rate of 60 cpm (single muscle contraction-relaxation cycle in 1s) may be
able to uniformly interfere with the magnitude of the single whole blood
velocity profile (interval < 1s) when the heart rate is above 60 beats/min
(i.e. time interval of muscle contraction similar to heart rate) during
exercise. This means that rapid changes of muscle force curve every
second may completely disturb the formal blood velocity profile (time
and space-averaged and amplitude as the clear systolic and diastoliclike profile, blood pressure curve-like). Therefore, we acknowledge the
muscle contraction-induced physiological BF variability with systole
and diastole superimposed by CRcycle.
Figure 3a (corresponding to an expanded view indicated in Figure
2a) clearly shows the four specific variations with magnitude of the
physiological variability in blood velocity with muscle contraction
or relaxation-induced variations in muscle force, and consequently
the intramuscular pressure variations, along with the additional
influence of blood pressure, as well as the tonic influence of the state
of vasodilatation. An oscillation in the peak of the blood velocity is
partially related to the interaction between peak muscle force strength
and the peak blood pressure curve. In particular, the magnitude of the
tip point of blood velocity profile for a single muscle contraction or
muscle relaxation with single systolic or diastolic phase was found to be
closely related to the point in a peak systolic- or second peak diastolicblood pressure curve throughout the muscle contraction and muscle
relaxation phases as determined by muscle force curve and/or the
electromyography signals.
There is a relatively high BF component at the systolic phase
during muscle relaxation (RS), and at the diastolic phase during
muscle relaxation (RD), as compared to the relatively low (reduced)
BF component at the systolic phase during muscle contraction (CS)
and the diastolic phase during muscle contraction (CD) in Figure
3b. Furthermore, BF during both systolic and diastolic phases during
the muscle relaxation phase showed a positive linear increase with
workload. However, during the muscle contraction phase it was similar
between workloads [11].
Regarding the variability in BF during dynamic exercise,
discrepancies in variability of BF between BBcycle and CRcycle are seen
at 30 W and 40 W (Figure 4a). These higher variations in BF during the
BBcycle may be due to the large increase in BF in the systolic or diastolic
phase during muscle relaxation compared to muscle contraction at 30
W and 40 W. However, the variability in BF evaluated by CRcycle is
similar (almost 15% of coefficients of variation) between workloads.
Therefore, the approach for determination of optimal steady-state
BF, including the samplings for CRcycle (● in Figure 2a) is better,
even if the measurement of BF at rest is generally valid using BBcycle
samplings (▲ in Figure 2a).
In static/isometric exercise at 3 cpm (10s-on and 10s-off) described
in Figure 2b, the blood velocity profile clearly presents a clear systolic
and diastolic-like profile (blood pressure curve-like). This is due
to non-oscillation of the blood velocity profile (a non-disturbed
blood velocity profile), lacking rhythmical vessel compression even
under 10s-sustained isometric muscle contraction. Any mechanical
compression remains extravascular with increasing intramuscular
pressure. Therefore, the variations in beat-by-beat blood velocity are
similar between %MVC (approximately 15%, range: 12.4−17.8%) and
show no relation to muscle contraction intensity (Figure 4b). This
finding supports changes in beat-by-beat blood velocity being lower
during 10s-sustained isometric muscle contraction, although a gradual
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Figure 2. Simultaneous recording of blood velocity and hemodynamic parameters during exercise
a) <Dynamic> Isometric muscle contractions were clearly evident in the oscillations of mean blood velocity (MBV) due to muscle contraction-relaxation cycle superimposed on the cardiac
beat cycle. The MBV profile shows turbulence representing non-systole and diastole portions. b) <Static> Repeat isometric muscle contraction may indicate the clear MBV profile at each
beat corresponding to the cardiac systole-diastole. The blood velocity fluctuations (coefficients of variation) were determined by each muscle contraction-relaxation cycle (● or *) as well as
the cardiac beat-by-beat cycle (▲ or †). EMGs, surface electromyography; G, gap between contraction and relaxation. Figure 2a is drawn from our original unpublished data. Figure 2b is
adapted from Osada et al. [15], reproduced with permission for unrestricted use from BioMed Central.
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Figure 3. Alterations in blood velocity profile during muscle contractions-relaxation superimposed on cardiac cycle
a) A partial window in the simultaneous recording in Figure 2a was expanded to show the influence on the blood velocity profile by muscle force curve, EMGs (muscle contractions) and
blood pressure curve (cardiac beat). Temporal blood velocity profile curves were closely related to the blood pressure curve and muscle force curve. The magnitude of the peak of blood
velocity profiles for a single muscle contraction or muscle relaxation with single systolic or diastolic phase was found to be closely related to the peak systolic or second peak diastolic blood
pressure curve through muscle contraction-relaxation phases. Muscle contraction synchronized systole (CS) or diastole (CD); Muscle relaxation synchronized systole (RS) and diastole
(RD); EMGs, surface electromyography.
b) Blood flow was different between muscle contraction and muscle relaxation phases, consecutively provided in systolic and diastolic phase. Furthermore, blood flow during muscle
relaxation synchronized with systolic and diastolic phase showed a positive linear correlation with work rate. The values are expressed as means ± standard error.
Figure 3a is drawn from our original unpublished data. Figure 3b is adapted from Osada and Rådegran [13], reproduced with permission from The Physiological Society of Japan.
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Figure 4. Blood flow fluctuations (variations) determined by muscle contraction or cardiac contraction cycle during dynamic and static exercise
a) <Dynamic> isotonic exercise; Significantly higher blood flow variability (coefficients of variations) was determined by the cardiac beat-by-beat cycle (1-BBcycle) than muscle contractionrelaxation cycle (1-CRcycle, 1s) at 30 W and 40 W, although blood flow variability was similar at each workload when determined for 1-CRcycle.
b) <Static> isometric exercise; There was a significant difference in the blood flow variability between 1-BBcycle during 10s-muscle contraction phase or 10s-muscle relaxation phase and
1-CRcycle (20s) at each percentage of maximum voluntary contraction (%MVC). *Significant difference (p < 0.05) - one way ANOVA. The values are expressed as means ± standard error.
Figure 4a adapted from Osada and Rådegran [12], reproduced with permission from Edizioni Minerva Medica. Figure 4b is our original unpublished data newly analyzed by the source in
Ref. [15].
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Figure 5. Relationship between blood flow and exercise intensity
a) <Dynamic> There was a close positive linear relationship between net-blood flow and workload (r = 0.991, p < 0.01). b) <Static> There was a close positive linear relationship between
blood flow and %MVC during muscle relaxation (r = 0.989, p < 0.05) as well as combined muscle contraction-relaxation (r = 0.984, p < 0.05). However, blood flow during isometric muscle
contraction showed no change within the target %MVC. Statics (p < 0.05 and correlation coefficient, r) - linear regression analysis. NS, not significant; %MVC, percentage of maximum
voluntary contraction. The values are expressed as means ± standard error. Figure 5a adapted from Osada and Rådegran [12], reproduced with permission from Edizioni Minerva Medica.
Figure 5b adapted from Osada et al. [15], reproduced with permission for unrestricted use from BioMed Central.

but not significant BF increase was seen during 10s-sustained isometric
muscle contraction [15]. It means that during 10s-sustained isometric
muscle contraction the BF measured by a few beat-by-beat samplings
may be equal to the essential BF value during the muscle contraction
phase.
In contrast, the variations in beat-by-beat BF evaluated by BBcycle
were significantly higher in 10s-muscle relaxation than in 10s-isometric
muscle contraction at 10%MVC−50%MVC (Figure 4b). However,
the low value for beat-by-beat BF variation at 70%MVC suggests that
the higher blood velocity (prolonged vasodilation) was maintained
during the 10s-muscle relaxation phase. This result suggests that
during 10s-muscle relaxation the time course of the beat-by-beat BF
magnitude may markedly change (high attenuation ratio for beat-bybeat BF from onset to end of 10s-muscle relaxation) below 50%MVC,
even if the major variation of the blood velocity consequently occurs
during the muscle relaxation phase.
The magnitude of BF at 10%MVC−50%MVC and the difference in
BF variations between 10s-isometric muscle contraction and relaxation
may indicate the characteristic of exercise hyperemia (describing the
exponential decay of beat-to-beat BF magnitude) after the end of
10s-muscle contraction during repeated isometric muscle contraction
(see the blood velocity magnitude in contraction and relaxation phase
in Figure 2b) [15]. As mentioned above, we must recognize that there
is a large difference in single blood velocity value between first and last
beats during the muscle relaxation phase, and the variations in beat-bybeat BF are obviously high below 50%MVC.
The message from these findings is that if a shorter duration of
beat-by-beat samplings during muscle relaxation were used for BF
determination, the resulting BF value would potentially be an overor under-estimation. We must remain aware that BF measured by
transient beat-by-beat sampling may not be expressing the essential BF
value during muscle relaxation phase.
As expected, variations in BF measured by CRcycle (* in Figure
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2b) were significant lower by BBcycle († in Figure 2b) during
10s-isometrcic muscle contraction (10%MVC and 30%MVC), and
during muscle relaxation (10%MVC−70%MVC). This demonstrated
that the comprehensive (net-) BF including the muscle contraction
and relaxation phase (i.e. CRcycle) will naturally be less variable in
comparison to the relatively high BF variations by BBcycle during
muscle contraction and/or relaxation. The optimal determination of
steady-state BF might require CRcycle sampling for repeated isometric
muscle exercise.

Speculated mechanisms for controlling BF during exercise in relation to CRcycle
The cardiovascular responses to exercise are coordinated by
signals from central motor systems and peripheral sensors such as
baroreceptors, muscle chemocensors and mechanoreceptors being
integrated by the central nervous system with the degree of exercise/
muscle contraction intensity. The central nervous system may
subsequently influence heart rate, cardiac output and vascular tone, and
thus skeletal muscle BF by altering sympathetic and parasympathetic
nervous activity. Furthermore, exercise-induced muscle hyperemia
has consequently been controlled by an inter-play between both “feed
back” and “feed forward” vascular control mechanisms which include
central mechanisms (neural and hormonal factors), as well as local
mechanisms involving the myogenic activity, and mediators derived
from the endothelium, muscle fibers and/or muscle mechanical factors.
In the knee extensor exercise model utilizing a relatively small thigh
muscle mass, the local factors regulating BF are thought to be of most
importance including the voluntary repeated muscle contractions. It
has previously been discussed that muscle contraction-induced rapid
alterations in the conduit arterial blood velocity profile may be closely
related to the magnitude of intramuscular pressure variation (muscle
mechanical factors) and superimposed influence of perfusion pressure
variation (pulsatile hemodynamic factors) [10,11,13-15,20-22]. During
steady-state, high intramuscular pressure during muscle contractions
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may consequently temporarily reduce or even reverse the blood
velocity, depending on the relationship between the intramuscular
pressure and arterial blood pressure. The major extent of the blood velocity
and flow consequently occurs during the muscle relaxation phase.
Finally, the time and space-averaged blood velocity/flow
magnitude/dynamics may represent the phenomenon with blood
velocity changes (changes in vasodilation) due to CRcycle by above
mentioned integrated cardiovascular adjustment. The high time
resolution blood velocity profile in continuous recording may be
suitable for the investigation of BF regulation (time course in rapid
changes in blood velocity profile described in Figure 2).

Exercising blood flow versus exercise intensity
Limb conduit artery BF in the working muscle is one indicator of
metabolic demand in a local large muscle group. Therefore, exercising
net-BF increased positively and linearly with increasing target intensity
(dynamic exercise as workload and static exercise as %MVC) as shown
in Figure 5. Interestingly, regarding static exercise, there was a close
positive linear relationship between net-BF and %MVC, and between
BF during muscle relaxation phase and %MVC, but not during the
isometric muscle contraction phase. The evaluation of the magnitude
for blood velocity profiling was possible using Doppler ultrasound with
high temporal resolution. The important message from our findings is
that accounting for the time resolution changes in the blood velocity
due to, i.e., CRcycle and/or BBcycle is valuable information for the
measurement of target exercise BF.
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